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Deviance: Social Constructions and Blurred Boundaries draws on up-to-date scholarship

across a wide spectrum of deviance categories, providing a symbolic interactionist analysis of

the deviance process. The book addresses positivistic theories of deviant behavior within a

description of the deviance process that encompasses the work of deviance claims-makers,

rule-breakers, and social control agents. Students: are introduced to the sociology

of deviancelearn to analyze several kinds of criminal deviance that involve unwilling victims—

such as murder, rape, street-level property crime, and white-collar crimelearn to examine

several categories of “lifestyle” and “status” deviancedevelop skills for critical analysis of

criminal justice and social policiesOverall, students gain an understanding of the sociology of

deviance through cross-cultural comparisons, historical overview of deviance in the U.S., and

up-close analysis of the lived experience of those who are labeled deviant as well as

responses to them in the U.S. today.Instructor Resources are available to easily help with

lecture and exam preparation. 
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Shai, “Great choice. I rented it for a Sociology class. It’s clear and very organized. Provides

great examples and many perspectives. Writer seems pretty unbiased. Excellent choice by my

professor.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book. It was an interesting book, I used it for my Sociology class.”

GilSegura, “A great read for school and leisure too. While browsing through the books for the

classes I was interested in, I downloaded a sample of this book to my Kindle. I was amazed

with how easy to read the first couple of chapters were due to his great, down-to-earth writing

style. He presents a variety of controversial topics with their corresponding theories, as well as

research conclusions in a very organized, respectful way.Being a sociology major I have taken

all my required classes. I only have four electives to go so I can graduate in a couple of

months. Despite being a college text I would read it for pleasure as well. I also want to add, I

have interacted with Mr. Leon during his class at USU and he has been the best professor! He

is kind, quick to respond, and extremely knowledgeable on the topics related to Deviance as

well as Sociology.P.S. I want to clarify I did not purchase on Amazon, rather rented it from a

different source”

The book by Leon Anderson has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 35 people have provided feedback.
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